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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Driver Definition 
Concept 

The drivers have been written in a three-tier "shell" method in order to facilitate 
genricism, ease of transportability and maintenance, and to make changing hardware a much 
easier task. 

The lowest leve~ or "specific", is the level that actually communicates with the hardware. 
In these drivers, the driver is accessed by naming the instrument, and the buss address of that 
instrument has to to be passed to the driver via the "Addrs" variable. The commands are kept 
fairly simple, and the 1/0 is kept to one transaction (output or output and subsequent enter). 

The next level, "sub-generic", is used by the higher-level "generic" drivers to ease the 
interface between the high level driver and the specific instrument driver. "Sub-generic" drivers 
will do things like translate simple commands into fairly complex multi-tasking processes that 
would otherwise require too much effort on the part of the higher-level drivers. This makes 
writing the "generic" drivers much easier, and will make things like instrument changes much 
easier to accomplish. "Sub-generic" drivers may themselves be multi-leve~ but at the time of 
the Version 1.0 writing this was not needed. In most cases, the "sub-generic" drivers were not 
needed at all. 

The "generic" level is the highest level of driver. It is the one that will be most often 
accessed by the operator, and thus provides the most "generic" code. In most cases (at the time 
of the writing of Version 1.0), the "generic" level drivers communicate directly to the "specific" 
level drivers without the need for a "sub-generic" buffer. For the more complicated drivers, 
such as the "UTI" driver, which makes many decisions and can communicate with several 
instruments at once, the "sub-generic" level is a necessity. 

The operator can access any level of driver simply by naming it in the command string, 
but should stick to the "generic" level drivers. In some cases, the operator may wish to 
communicate with the "specific" drivers. If so, the address of the instrument should be entered 
into the "J" global variable before the call. The "specific" drivers have the addresses of the 
instruments passed to them by the "generic" and "sub-generic" drivers. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

System Overview 
The Module System 

The drivers are a modular system written in BASIC, Pascal and MC68010 assembly code. 
Each module was written to provide specific functions and/ or procedures that are used 
interactively. The following pages will describe the system, and will define and explain each of 
the modules. 

Below is a list of the modules, along with brief descriptions of what they do. 

System Modules: 

The "UTILITY" modules: 

"DECLARE" ........................... This module is really just a text header that declares some 
of the more complex data types used by the driver system. 

"CONVERT" .......................... This is the lowest level module in the system. It is written in 
assembly code, and provides vital string and number 
handling routines to be used by the system. 

"CALL 1" ................................ This is an assembly language module that was written in 
- order to allow recursive calling of the drivers. 

"IO_ CALL" ............................. This is an assembly language module that was written to 
facilitate writing of drivers. It eliminates the text searches 
for "IO" procedures and functions during driver 
compilation. 

"PROCESS" ............................ This is a companion module to "CONVERT". It is written in 
Pascal, and provides more advanced string handling 
functions for use by the system. 

"MATH" .................................. This is another low-level module written in Pascal. It 
provides various math and binary functions for use by the 
system. 

"PARSER" ............................... This module parses the command string, and returns a 
structured data type, along with the driver command. 

"CALLER" .............................. This module calls the drivers. 

"ADDRESS" ........................... This module provides the address for a given individual 
instrument driver. This is the central location for all address 
assignments. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "IOUBR" module: 

System Overview (continued) 
The Module System (continued) 

"IO" ........................................... This module contains all of the HPIB I/0 routines. 

The ''FRAME" module: 

"FRAME" ................................ This module is the main "frame" of the driver system. It 
interfaces to BASIC, and sets up an error trap for the 
ensuing drivers. 

The "SYSLIB" and "SYSLIB2" modules: 

The HP Pascal system was never meant to be relocatable, and thus transportable. The 
compiler creates object code that produces calls to operating system modules resident all of 
the time. Since BASIC is not Pascal (I didn't know that!), it does not contain any of the 
resident modules that are needed by Pascal programs. The CSUB utility has a relocatable 
library of these modules that are LINKED to the driver system before it is turned into a 
CSUB. "SYSLIB" and "SYSLIBl" contain these modules. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Individual Drivers: 

System Overview (continued) 
The Module System (continued) 

The drivers are all grouped together into the libraries called "DRIVERl", "DRIVER2" 
and "DRIVER3". "DRIVERl" is composed of generic and sub-generic drivers, "DRIVER2" 
contains specific drivers and "DRIVER3" contains special system drivers. 

The drivers are deciphered in three levels: "Generic", "Sub-generic" and "Specific". 

The "Generic" and "Sub-generic" drivers do not handle any I/O; they take care of any 
path loss calculations that may be required, and any higher-level data processing. They, in 
turn, will place calls to other "Generic", "Sub-generic" and/or "Specific" drivers. 

The "Specific" drivers are the individual instrument drivers. They do the actual command 
deciphering, and data pre/post processing that is unique to each individual instrument. Any 
output from the instrument is processed by the driver, and formatted to a standard that can be 
accepted by the "Generic" and "Sub-generic" drivers. All instrument I/O is handled by the 
"Specific" drivers. 

An example of the driver hierarchy might be: 

A). The GNl driver is called with the command "FRQ=2.5G". 

B). It determines the last GNl frequency and amplitude, and calculates path loss 
adjustments. 

C). It then calls the EFl driver with the generic commands "FRQ=2.5G,AMP=XXX" 
(XXX is the new adjusted amplitude). 

D). The EFl driver calls the HP8673B driver with the same string that was passed to it. 
(It only acts as a "switch" deterining which specific driver should be used for EFl). 

E). The HP8673B driver deciphers the command into a string that the instrument can 
handle, and sends the string to the instrument via the standard HPIB output routine. 

F). The control is returned through the EFl driver to the GNl driver. 

G). The GNl driver then determines if a command is needed to go to the TF-30194 
interface to accomodate switching for the path, or if the 20 dB pad will be needed to 
adjust the level. Let's say that the last GNl frequency was 1.7 GHz. This would mean 
that the path would have to be switched from the VFl input to the EFl input. The 20 
dB pad would not be needed. 

H). The GNl driver then calls the UT4 driver with the commands "EFl,MAF'. This 
enables the primary microwave generator path and switches the 20 dB pad out of the 
path. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

System Overview (continued) 
The Module System (continued) 

I). The UT4 driver sends the commands to the TF-30194 interface, then returns control 
to the GNl driver. 

J). The GNl driver returns control to the calling context. 

When writing drivers, the "UTILITY" library must be made availiable to the driver being 
compiled. The "IOLIBR", "SYSLIB" and "SYSLIBl" libraries do not need to be accessed until 
LINK time. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Module Reference 

The tables below list the available functions and procedures that are contained within the 
system library called "UTILITY". The module that contains the function must be IMPORTED 
in order to allow the function to be accessed. Most of these functions and procedures do not 
create errors if their limits are exceeded. This is deliberate. The actions of these functions and 
procedures are carefully tailored to produce specific, predictable results that do not generate 
program-crashing errors. You should read their descriptions carefully in their individual 
definitions and take care in writing code to them. 

Name Module Description 

String Handling: 

Append .......................................... PROCESS ......... Appends two strings 
Appint ............................................ PROCESS .......... Takes an INTEGER from a string, and 

appends it's string equivalent to another 
string. 

App no .......................................... PROCESS .......... Takes a REAL number from a string, 
- and appends it's string equivalent to 

another string. 
Clean string .................................. CONVERT ........ Removes spaces and control characters 

- from a string and capitalizes all 
alphabetical characters. 

Clean string2 ................................ CONVERT ........ Removes control characters from a 
- string; but does not remove spaces or 

capitalize alphabetical characters. 
Found ............................................. PROCESS .......... Returns a boolean result that indicates 

the presence of a substring within 
another string. 

Get char ........................................ CONVERT ........ "Shifts" the first character of a string out, 
- and removes it from the source string. 

Null string ..................................... CONVERT ........ Initializes a string. 
Position .......................................... PROCESS .......... Returns the position of a substring within 

a string. 
Parse unit. ..................................... PROCESS .......... Parses a unit specifier from a command 

- string containing numbers and a unit 
specifier. 

Stoccur ........................................... PROCESS .......... Returns the position of a certain 
occurence of a substring within a string. 

String from ................................... CONVERT ........ Returns a substring of a string from, and 
- including, a given position. 

String from not. .......................... PROCESS .......... Returns a substring of a string from, but 
- - not including, a given substring. 

String from sub ........................... PROCESS .......... Returns a substring of a string from, and 
- - including, a given substring. 

String to ........................................ CONVERT ........ Returns a substring of a string up to, and 
- including, a given position. 

String to not ................................ PROCESS .......... Returns a substring of a string from the 
- - beginning of the string to, but not 

including, a given substring. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Name 

Module Reference (continued) 
Module Tables (continued) 

Module Description 

String_to_sub ................................ PROCESS .......... Returns a substring of a string from the 
beginning of the string to, and including, 
a given substring. 

String val ....................................... CONVERT ........ Converts a string's contents to a REAL 
- number, then reconverts it into a string 

with a predictable format. 
Sublen ............................................ PROCESS .......... Returns a substring of a string with a 

length determination. 
Substring ........................................ PROCESS .......... Returns a substring of a string from 

position specifications. 

Special Conversion Functions: 

Basic _pascal .................................. CONVERT ........ Converts BASIC strings to Pascal strings. 
Pascal_ basic .................................. CONVERT ........ Converts Pascal strings to BASIC strings. 
Stint ................................................ PROCESS .......... Converts a string's contents to an 

INTEGER. 
Val .................................................. CONVERT ........ Converts a string's contents to a REAL 

number. 
Val_string ...................................... CONVERT ........ Converts a REAL number or an 

INTEGER to a string. 

Special Purpose: 

Parse .............................................. CONVERT ........ Performs a special command parse on 
Pascal input strings. 

Parse_basic .................................... CONVERT ........ Performs a special command parse on 
BASIC input strings. 

Binary Operations: 

Binand ............................................ CONVERT ........ Performs a binary AND between two 
INTEGERs. 

Bineor ............................................ CONVERT ........ Performs an exclusive-OR between two 
INTEGERs. 

Binior ............................................. CONVERT ........ Performs an inclusive-OR between two 
INTEGERs. 

Bit ................................................... MATH ................ Returns a boolean indication of a bit 
status in an INTEGER number. 

Clear bit ........................................ CONVERT ........ Clears a bit in an input INTEGER. 
Retur;_bit ..................................... CONVERT ........ Returns a 1/0 INTEGER indication of a 

bit status in an INTEGER number. 
Set_bit... ......................................... CONVERT ........ Sets a bit in an input INTEGER. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Name 

Math Functions: 

Module Reference (continued) 
Module Tables (continued) 

Module Description 

Any log .......................................... MA TH ................ Returns any base log of an input 
- number. 

Biground ........................................ MATH ................ Rounds off a REAL number to a REAL 
number result. 

Compare_reals ....................•........ MATH ................ Compares REAL numbers with a 
"hysteresis" allowance. 

Dround .......................................... MATH ................ Rounds a REAL number off to a certain 
number of significant decimal places. 

Dtrunc ............................................ MATH ................ Truncates a REAL number to a certain 
number of significant decimal places. 

Fract.. ............................................. MA TH ................ Returns the fractional part of a REAL 
number. 

Log ................................................. MA TH ................ Returns the base 10 log of a number. 
Power int.. .................................... MATH ................ Returns an INTEGER power of a 

- number. 
Power real .................................... MA TH ................ Returns a REAL power of a number. 
Pround ........................................... MATH ................ Rounds a REAL number off to a certain 

number of decimal places to the right of 
the decimal point. 

Ptrunc ............................................ MATH ................ Truncates a REAL number to a certain 
number of decimal places to the right of 
the decimal point. 

IO routines (Note: all these routines are actually located in the ''IO" module, but are called 
through the ''IO_ CALL" module): 

Binary_ input. ................................. IO_ CALL ........... Input a binary stream from the HPIB 
buss. 

Device clear .................................. IO CALL ........... Send an SOC to an addressed device. - -Hpib input .................................... IO CALL ........... .lnput a string from the HPIB buss. 
Hpib- number ................................ IO- CALL ........... Enter a number from the HPIB buss. 
Hpib - output. ................................. IO - CALL ........... Output a string to the HPIB buss. 
Multiple numbers ........................ IO- CALL. .......... Enter a stream of consecutive numbers 

- - from the HPIB buss. 
Serial _poll ..................................... IO_ CALL ........... Serial poll a selected device. 
Timeout_ trap ................................ IO_ CALL. .......... This is a special non-error timeout trap. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Name 

Address Routines: 

Module Reference (continued) 
Module Tables (continued) 

Module Description 

Ifc return ....................................... ADDRESS ......... Returns the ammount of valid IFC's, and 
- their select codes arranged in ascending 

numerical order. 
Record _return .............................. ADDRESS ......... Returns both an address and a specific 

driver for a generic or sub-generic input. 
Return from addr ....................... ADDRESS ......... Returns a specific driver for an input 

- - address. 
Return_ from_ instr ....................... ADDRESS ......... Returns an address from a specific driver 

input. 
Describe ........................................ ADDRESS ......... Returns a short text description of the 

instrument present at an address. 

Driver Calls: 

Call ................................................. CALLER ............ This is the "switchboard" that calls the 
drivers. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

System References 
Module Dependenecy Tables 

The module system is very interdependent: Various modules must have access to certain 
other modules at compile time. The modules need to be compiled and built into libraries in a 
certain order . The modules are listed in the order that they must be compiled in. 

Module Source Code Library Dependencies 

The UTILITY library 

DECIARE .................. Pascal .............................. UTILITY .................... None 
CONVERT .............. Assembly* .......................... UTILITY ..................... DECIARE 
CALL_l ................... .Assembly* .......................... UTILITY ..................... DECIARE 
IO CALL ................ .Assembly* .......................... UTILITY .................... DECIARE 
PROCESS .................... Pascal .............................. UTILITY ..................... DECIARE, CONVERT 
MATH .......................... Pascal .............................. UTILITY ..................... DECIARE, CONVERT 
PARSER ...................... Pascal .............................. UTILITY ..................... DECIARE, CONVERT, 

PROCESS 
CALLER ...................... Pascal .............................. UTILITY .................... DECIARE, PROCESS, 

PARSER 
ADDRESS ................... Pascal .............................. UTILITY ..................... DECIARE 

The IOLIBR library. 

IO .................................. Pascal ............................... .IOLIBR ...................... DECIARE, CONVERT, 

This is the ''frame" program. 

PROCESS, 
IODECIARATIONS, 
GENERAL 1, HPIB 0, 
HPIB _ 1, - HPIB ), 
HPIB 3 

FRAME ........................ Pascal ................................... N/A ......................... DECIARE, CONVERT, 
PROCESS, CALLER, 
IODECIARATIONS, 
GENERAL 3 

* The assembly language modules do not have to have access to the dependent modules at 
assemble time, but other modules that IMPORT them should have access to the dependent 
modules at their compile times. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Setting Up a Development Environment 

In order to work on the driver system, it is quite important to have a workstation 
environment that will facilitate easy access to code and text files, and which should have a 
smooth, tight "feel" to it. In the next few paragraphs, I will explain the system that I use, and 
will give suggestions on how to duplicate it. 

First off, you should have quick access to both the Pascal 3.1 and the BASIC 5.0 systems. 
I suggest that you make the Pascal system the "Primary" system. The primary system is the 
system that gets booted if there is no operator intervention during the boot process. If you 
wish to make a system the primary system, you have to physically store it on the boot disk 
before another system. The boot ROM looks for the first system file with "SYS" as the first 
letters of it's file name. 

I have separated my system volume from my development volume. In my case, it is using 
two winchester disks. You may format one disk into two volumes, but make sure that the ",0,0" 
volume is the system volume. The boot ROM will not look at other formatted volumes on the 
same disk. 

On the first disk, put all of the system files. I have provided disks that contain all of the 
files that will have to be transferred. This will include the Pascal 3.1 workstation environment 
with all of it's utility files, and the BASIC 5.0 system with a few utilities. 

On the second volume, put all of the driver system text and code files. I have provided 
disks containing all of these files. 

You should now have a sound base for driver development. Use the development volume 
to keep your work files and interim files. Be sure to "clean up" after yourself, as the work 
volume could rapidly become cluttered with "junk". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 
Dealing With the BASIC CSUB Interface 

The CSUB interface is a utility produced by HP that enables programs written in Pascal 
or MC680XO Assembly code on the Pascal Workstation system to be utilized by the BASIC 
environment. The version of CSUB that has been used for the driver system (Version 1.0) is 
for BASIC 5.0/Pascal 3X. 

The Pascal system is quite a bit different from the BASIC system, and thus the job of the 
CSUB utility is to ease the interface between the two systems. The BASIC system is an 
operating environment that interprets text files into programs, whereas the Pascal system is an 
operating system that provides a "base" of utilities and routines to be used by already compiled 
code files. 

What the CSUB basically does is provide a "floating" operating system that is LINKed to 
the compiled Pascal or assembled Assembler code file to be used by the BASIC system. It 
then checks to make sure that the file is completely stand-alone, and provides interface code to 
make it look like a BASIC subprogram. It then stores the result as a BASIC PROG file. 

The 5.0 CSUB utility provides allowance for IEEE-488 I/O, and some basic 
Keyboard/CRT interface. These routines are also provided in a library. 

The pass parameters and global variables between BASIC and Pascal have to be written 
in the Pascal part in structures that describe the BASIC pass parameters. The documentation 
on the CSUB utility will further enumerate the ramifications and limitations of writing the pass 
parameters. The CSUB utility provides some files that have been designed to aid in this. 

In order to create the CSUB, the system must first be completely compiled and 
assembled. To do this from "scratch", you should stream the "MAKE CODE" file. The 
compilation will take about an hour and a half, so be prepared. If you have just adjusted one or 
two files, they can usually be compiled separately, as long as the system has previously been 
completely compiled, and it's compiled code files are accessible. 

Once you have compiled the system, you must LINK the modules together. This is done 
using the "LINKALL" stream file. This takes about 5 minutes. 

Once you have compiled and LINKed the system, you create the CSUB by streaming the 
"MAKE_ CSUB" file. You should now be able to re-boot the system and use the resulting 
CSUB in the BASIC environment. The file will be stored as "TRANS", and the subprogram 
will be called "Trans". The CSUB uses some BASIC globals in the form of COM statements. 
The "MAKE_ CSUB" stream file creates a BASIC ASCII file called "TRANSA __ " (four 
underscores) that contains the declarations for the COM statements. It is suggested that you 
GET this file into the main context of the BASIC program. 

The COM statements look like this: 

10 COM /Csub globals/ INTEGER Global(l:940) 
20 COM /Path-loss/ REAL Paths(l:30,-2:100) 
30 COM /Mult-response/ REAL Mlt(0:100) 
40 COM /Option config/ INTEGER Option(l:30) 
50 COM /Waveform/ Waveform(0:1000,1:2) 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Writing or Modifying Drivers 
Introduction 

If you wish to add new drivers to the system, delete unused ones or modify existing ones, 
begin by examining the system in order to achieve a good understanding of it. You do not have 
to understand every detail of code, but a good working knowledge of the system concept is a 
must. If you have not done so yet, please take the time to learn the system before going on. 

Let's say that we want to write a new driver: 

The first question of course, is: "What do I need the driver for?" This may seem a 
simplistic question (i.e. stupid) at first, but is really the fundamental starting point for writing 
drivers. If you have a new piece of equipment that you wish to add, then you will need to write 
a specific driver for it, add it's name to the "CALL_ 1" procedure, add it to the 
"DRIVER TYPE" data type in "DECLARE", add a comparison to the "PARSER" module, 
add it's address and sub-generic or generic caller to the "ADDRESS" module and add it to the 
various stream files. Furthermore, if it is a driver to substitute as an added option to an already 
existing sub-generic or generic caller, then it will have to be written with compatibility in mind. 
Maybe the question was not so simplistic after all. 

Let's say we're adding a driver for the HP 3585 LF /VHF spectrum analyzer as a third 
spectrum analyzer: 

First, we must define what will be needed as new code: 

The instrument specific driver will have to be written for the analyzer. This will be done 
in the same format as the previous drivers. When writing this driver it is a good idea not to get 
too complicated. Just allow one output/input per command. The address should be passed via 
the "Realreply" parameter. You may be able to take an existing driver's source code and make 
a couple of minor changes to create your driver. Make sure you comment your source code 
well, and record the version number and the date of writing. The driver should be called 
"HP3585 " in the convention that all of the drivers use. The module should be named 
"HP3585 ", and the procedure should be named "Hp3585 dr". Store the source code in a file 
named "HP3585 ". -

Next, you will need to define a "sub-generic" driver to switch the commands to "SP3" to 
the driver. This should be called "SP3 "; following the naming conventions of the drivers. This 
driver should make a call to the "ADDRESS" module to get the address and name of it's 
specific driver. If you have a need for more complicated levels of commands, you may wish to 
put them in this driver. This driver will be the one that calls the specific driver. The module 
should be named "SP3 ", and the procedure should be named "Sp3 dr". Store the source code 
in a file named "SP3 ".- -
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Writing or Modifying Drivers (continued) 
Adding, Deleting or Modifying Drivers ( continued) 

Now, you'll need to add the two drivers to the "DRIVER_ TYPE" data type, and add the 
address to the "ADDRESS" module. 

In the "DEClARE" module you will find a structured data type called 
"DRIVER TYPE". This is the type that keeps track of the drivers. SP3 should be added just 
after SP2, and HP3585 should be added just after HP8566A. 

In the "ADDRESS" module, you should put another address load, like the ones already 
existing for the other drivers, into the "Assign" procedure. This will be for the "SP3" sub
generic driver. The instrument will be the HP3585, and the address will be ... let's say 1002. Use 
the same method as all of the other address loads. The method will be obvious when you see 
how it was done previously. This address load should occur after all of the others. You should 
not need to bother with the "Option" array, as this will be the only choice for "SP3". You 
should also add a tex message to the "Describe" function. 

Now you will need to add the drivers to the "CALL_ 1" interface. 

This is actually very simple. Don't let the assembly language freak you out if you are not 
familiar with it. All you need to do is add the names to the tables in the module. 

The first thing you will do is add the names to the REFR tables at the beginning of the 
module. Just follow the method used for all of the other modules. Add the "SP3" call in 
between the "SP2" and "VCO" calls. Name it "SP3 Sp3 cir". Note that there are two 
underscores between "SP3" and "Sp3 cir". The "HP3585" calf should be placed between the 
"HP8566A" and "HP8903" calls. T~ should be called "HP3585 Hp3585 cir". This also 
contains two underscores in the name. When you have done these changes, the REFR table 
should look like this: 

REFR 
REFR 
REFR 
REFR 

REFR 
REFR 
REFR 
REFR 

SPl Spl dr 
SP2-Sp2-dr 
SP3-Sp3- dr <- This is the new sub-generic call 
VCO-Vco-dr 

HP8566B Hp8566B dr 
HP8566A-Hp8566A-dr 
HP3585 _Hp3585 _dr <- This is the new specific call 
HP8903_Hp8903_dr 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

Writing or Modifying Drivers (continued) 
Adding, Deleting or Modifying Drivers (continued) 

Next, you will have to add the calls to the JMP tables at the end of the module. You will 
do exactly what you did with the REFR tables, except that you will replace REFR with JMP: 

Max 
Min 

JMP SPl Spl dr 
JMP SP2-Sp2-dr 
JMP SP3-Sp3- dr <- This is the new sub-generic call 
JMP VCO-Vco-dr 

JMP HP8566B Hp8566B dr 
JMP HP8566A-Hp8566A-d'.r 
JMP HP3585 Hp3585 dr <- Thisisthenewspecificcall 
JMP HP8903 Hp8903=dr 

Next, update the "Max" constant to reflect the two new drivers: 

EQU 
EQU 

61 
2 

; Maximum allowable number 
; Minimum allowable number 

Next, you should add these drivers to the "MAKE CODE", "SA VETEXT", 
"SA VECODE", "LISTALL" and "LINKTEST" stream files. -

Next, you should add a comparison to the "PARSER" module that will look for the 
"HP3585" and "SP3" headers in the call string. This should follow the same format as all of the 
other comparisons. 

This will be all you will need to do to add completely new source code to the system. Of 
course each of the new modules should be accompanied by complete and extensive 
documentation in the format of the previous modules. 
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Writing or Modifying Drivers (continued) 
Adding, Deleting or Modifying Drivers (continued) 

Once you have made all of the code modifications, you should try compiling each module 
separately; in order to make sure you haven't goofed in compiler format. When you have been 
able to get each one to compile, then stream the "MAKE CODE", "LINKALL" and 
"MAKE_ CSUB" files in that order. This will build your new drivers (It will also take a long 
time, so go make yourself a cup of coffee and make yourself useful somewhere else!). Once 
you have tested and debugged the new driver, it is highly recommended that you renew the 
listings by streaming the "LISTALL" file (This will also take a LONG time). You should set 
aside a day to do the compiling and listing. The new driver system should be archived as a new 
version X.X. You may back up the drivers by streaming the "SA VETEXT" and "SA VECODE" 
stream files 

The methods outlined above should give you a very good idea of what is involved in 
adding to, or modifying the drivers. If you wish to delete a driver, then you should do the 
reverse of the steps outlined. It is of utmost importance that standard conventions of code 
writing, module, procedure and file naming, and documentation be followed. This system 
should not be allowed to deteriorate by "quick-fix" "Band-aid" patches. Take it from someone 
who knows; this is a sure path to nightmares and horrors that would make Stephen King wake 
up screaming! Test everything completely, and archive all software properly. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module 
Introduction 

The "CONVERT' module was written to provide specialized string handling functions for 
use by the Pascal drivers. It has been written in "generic" MC680X0 assembly language to 
achieve maximum speed and efficiency. The "generic" assembly means that this module can be 
run on an HP 310, 320, 330 or 350 without adjusting the code. 

This is what the text header looks like. Use this as a guide when writing code to call these 
functions. 

MODULE CONVERT; 

EXPORT 
FUNCTION Null string: STRING255; 
FUNCTION Basic pascal (Inl: BASICSTRING): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Pascal basic (Inl: STRING255): BASICSTRING; 
FUNCTION Clean string (Inl: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION String_to (Inl: STRING255; 

In2: INTEGER): STRING255; 
FUNCTION String from (Inl: STRING255; 

- In2: INTEGER): STRING255; 
FUNCTION String val (Inl: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Val (Inl: STRING255): REAL; 
FUNCTION Val string (Inl: REAL): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Parse (VAR Inl: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Parse basic (VAR Inl: BASICSTRING): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Get char (VAR Inl: STRING255): STRINGl; 
FUNCTION Bigtrunc (Inl: REAL): REAL; 
FUNCTION Return bit (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 
FUNCTION Set bit (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 
FUNCTION Clear bit (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 
FUNCTION Binior (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 
FUNCTION Binand (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 
FUNCTION Bineor (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
Notes on the Structure of Pascal Data 

The driver system is a compilation of Pascal and MC68010 assembly code. The following 
notes are for the assembly code routines. 

The Real number format: 

The series 300 Pascal and BASIC use the following format for their real numbers: 

The number is 4 16-bit words long. The lowest memory location contains word 0, and it 
goes up from there. 

Byte 7 -------- M7 M6 Ms M4 M3 M2 Ml Mo }Word3 Byte 6-------- M15 M14 M13 M12 Mll MIO M9 Ms 

Byte 5 -------- M23 M22 M21 M2o Mt9 Mis M11 M16 }Word2 Byte 4-------- M31 M30 M29 M28 M27 M26 M2s M24 

Byte 3-------- M39 M38 M37 M36 M35 M34 M33 M32 }Word 1 Byte 2-------- M47 M46 M45 M44 M43 M42 M41 M40 

Byte 1-------- E3 E2 El Eo Msl Mso M49 M48 }WordO Byte 0-------- So ElO E9 Es E7 E6 Es E4 

MO-Ms1 are the mantissa, with Mo being the least significant bit. 

The entire mantissa is to the right of the binary point, with a "1" being implied to the left 
of the binary point. 

Eo-ElO are the base 2 exponent. It has been "normalized" to a positive number by adding 
1023 to it. 

So is the sign bit. It is set if the mantissa is negative, and is cleared if it is positive. 

As an example: The number 4 is stored in memory as 0400, 0000, 0000, 0000 (1.0 X 22), 
and the number 6 is stored as 0408, 0000, 0000, 0000 (1.5 X 22). The number -6 is stored as 
8408, 0000, 0000, 0000 (the "S" bit is set, but the rest of the number is the same), and the 
number 0.5 is stored as O3FE, 0000, 0000, 0000 (1.0 X 2"1). Remember that all exponents must 
be "normalized" by subtracting 1023 from the value of the 11 exponent bits (000-4FF). All 
numbers below 3FF come out to negative exponents. 

The Pascal string storage is as follows: 

The strings are stored in a packed format where the first byte is a length indicator (0-
255), and each byte after that contains an ASCII number corresponding to a character. Even 
numbered lengths count as the next highest odd number in order to preserve word boundaries 
(Remember: the length indicator takes 1 byte, so even numbered lengths actually access odd 
bytes). 

The length indicator is the first byte, and the rest of the string works it's way up from 
there. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
Notes on Using and Altering These Functions 

Be careful when using these functions in nested forms. Most cases will work fine, but I 
have had some data mismatch problems when nesting. Just deliver each function to a variable, 
and you should have no problems. 

You also cannot use these functions directly in file operations such as WRITELN. This is 
for similar reasons. 

Another thing: If you are not familiar with the 680:XX microprocessor, be VERY careful 
about using operation length indicators (.L, .W, .B). You can really stir up a bucket of fecal 
matter if you're not! For example; the data registers automatically get sign-extended when you 
place information into them in a byte or word operation. If you then do a long word operation 
on that register, the computer might wind up doing the funky chicken! That is why you may see 
what seem to be unnecessary long word data register clears. Remember also that you are 
going to be working with the processor in the user state. Sometimes the operating system, 
which has control of the supervisor state, and thus, all of the interrupts, etc ... , can do 
unexpected things. This is a complicated environment, so do your homework! 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"Null _string" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Null_ string: STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Null_string; 

The "Null_ string" function will clear the length indicator of the function return string. It 
effectively provides a blank, empty string. It should be used to initialize a new string, or used if 
you wish to clear a string. 

An example of it's use would be: 

IF Found (In string, "SUBS") THEN 
Return:=-String_from_sub (In_string, "SUBS") 

ELSE 
Return:= Null_string; 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
''Basic yasca/" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Basic_pascal (Inl: BASICSTRING): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Basic_pascal ((BASIC string)); 

The "Basic _pascal" function takes a string input of the "BASICSTRING" type, and 
converts it to a string of the "STRING255" type. The input string should not be longer than 255 
elements. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Command_string:= Basic_pascal (Input_string); 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
''Pascal basic" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Pascal_ basic (Inl: STRING255): BASICSTRING; 

SYNTAX: (BASIC string):= Pascal_basic ((BASIC string)); 

This function is the opposite of the "Basic _pascal" function. It talces a Pascal format string 
input, and returns a BASIC format string. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Output_string:= Pascal basic (Processed_string); 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"Clean _string" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Clean_ string (Inl: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Clean_string ((Pascal string)); 

This function takes a Pascal string input, and returns a "cleaned" version of it. The 
"cleaning" process involves removing all characters with ASCII numbers 32 or less, 128 or 
more, and capitalizing all lowercase letters. If a set of input characters is bounded by quote 
marks("") then the character set is passed through (including the quote marks) without being 
"cleaned". If a single, or odd number of quote marks is in the string, then the string from the 
odd quote mark to the end of the string is passed through unchanged. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Dirty string:= 'A bed Ef g •; 
Cleaned_string:= Clean_string (Dirty_string); 

"Cleaned_ string" would now be: "ABCDEFG". 

Cleaned_string:= Clean_string ('capitalize" ignore" pack') 

"Cleaned_ string" would now contain "CAPITALIZE" ignore "PACK". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"String_to" 

HEADER: FUNCTION String_to (Inl: STRING255; In2: INTEGER): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= String_to ((Pascal string), (Pascal integer)); 

This function returns a substring of an input string from the beginning of the string to the 
element pointed to by the integer input. If the integer is longer than the input string, the entire 
input string is returned. Maximum length/integer value is 255. Negative signs in the integer 
are ignored. 0 returns a null string. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= '1234567890'; 
Sub_string:= String_to (Main_string, 4); 

"Sub string" would now be: "1234". Note that the element pointed to by the integer is 
included in the returned substring. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"StringJrom" 

HEADER: FUNCTION String_from (Inl: STRING255; In2: INTEGER): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= String_from ((Pascal string), (Pascal integer)); 

This function returns a substring of an input string from the element pointed to by the 
integer input to the end of the input string. If the integer is larger than the length of the input 
string, a null string is returned. 0 returns the entire string. As in "String to", negative integers 
are treated as positive integers. -

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= '1234567890'; 
Sub_string:= String_from (Main_string, 4); 

"Sub_ string" would look like this: "4567890". Note that the element pointed to by the 
integer is included in the return. 

) 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"String_val" 

HEADER: FUNCTION String_ val (Inl: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= String_val ((Pascal string)); 

This function talces a string input, searches it for numeric content, and "pulls" the value 
represented by that numeric content out. It then re-converts that value to a string, and returns 
it. The conventions followed are the same as the "Val" and "Val string" functions described in 
the next couple of pages. No numeric contents returns "O". -"E" can be numeric if it is 
immediately preceded AND immediately followed by valid numeric characters. In this case the 
numeric contents are deciphered as exponential notation. See the descriptions of the next two 
functions for a more detailed description of the string/real number conversions. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= 'garbage1234.5678moregarbage'; 
Sub_string:= String_val (Main_string); 

"Sub _string" would now look like this: "1234.5678". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
''Val" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Val (Inl: STRING255): REAL; 

SYNTAX: (Real number):= Val ((Pascal string)); 

This function takes a string input, and returns a REAL number derived from the 
numerical contents of the string. It ignores all characters leading up to the first valid numeric 
character, and returns a number based on all valid numeric characters from the first one to the 
first non-numeric character encountered after it. Valid numeric characters are: "0" through "9", 
"." (decimal point), if it is immediately followed by "0" through "9", or"-" if it is immediately 
followed by a valid numeric sequence as outlined before ("." followed immediately by a digit, 
or a digit). "E" is considered numeric if it is immediately followed by digits and separated by 
nothing more than a sign, and immediately preceded by valid numeric characters . This is 
deciphered as scientific ( exponential) notation. A maximum of 15 significant places is allowed. 
If the string contains no numeric characters, the function returns 0. 

An example of it's use would be: 

String input:= 'garbage1234.56789moregarbage'; 
Real_number:= Val (String_input); 

"Real_ number" would now contain 1,234.56789, or l.23456789000000E + 003. 

string input:= '-1234.56789'; 
Real_number:= Val {String_input); 

"Real number" would now contain -l.23456789000000E + 003 

string input:= '1234.56789E+2'; 
Real_number:= Val (String_input); 

"Real_ number" would now contain 123,456.789, or l.23456789000000E+005. 

String input:= 'allgarbage'; 
Real_number:= Val {String_input); 

"Real number" would now contain 0. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"Val _string" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Val_ string (Inl: REAL): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Val_string ((Real number)); 

This function takes a real number input, and returns a string containing a numerical 
translation of the value contained in the real number. If the the absolute value of the number 
is less than 1015, it is returned in normal numeric format. If it is greater than 1015, it is 
returned in scientific notation. If it is below 2·10 (0.0009765625) in absolute value, it is also 
returned in scientific notation. Because of this, a couple of digits of precision may be lost in the 
area between the absolute values of 1 and 0.0009765625. In almost any case this should not 
make a difference, as the standard precision is 15 digits. If, however, you need the extra digits, 
all fractional returns will have to be in scientific notation. There are instructions for doing this 
in the source code of "CONVERT' . Trailing O's are deleted to the right of a decimal point, as 
is the decimal point itself, if there is no fractional part to the number. 0 is simply "0". 

An example of it's use would be: 

Real number:= 1.23456789000000E+003; 
string_variable:= Val_string (Real_number); 

"String_ variable" would now contain "1234.56789". 

Real number:= 1.23456789000000E+015; 
string_variable:= Val_string (Real_number); 

"String variable" would now contain "1.23456789E+015". Note that the trailing O's in the 
mantissa have been removed. 

Real number:= -1.23450000000000E+005; 
String_variable:= Val_string (Real_number); 

"String variable" would now contain "-123450". Note that there is no decimal place or 
trailing O's. -

Real number:= O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO; 
String_variable:= Val_string (Real_number); 

"String_ variable" would now contain "0". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
'Parse" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Parse (VAR lnl: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Parse ((Pascal string)); 

This is a function that was developed especially for parsing the command stream from the 
driver callers. It first "cleans" the input string using the same parameters as the "Clean string" 
function covered previously. It then parses a substring from a main input string delintlted by 
commas and semicolons, removing the substring from the input string. If, however, the 
delimiter was not a semicolon, and there is more in the command stream, it replaces the 
"header" part of the input string. If the command being parsed was in an "illegal" format, both 
the input and output are cleared. All inputs must be in proper command stream format. ie. 
commands to one driver must have a header indicating the driver, a comma, then one or more 
commands . If there is more than one command, the commands must be delimited by commas. 
Command streams to different drivers must be delimited by commas. An example of a proper 
format command stream is: "GN1,AMP=-30D,FR0=255.555M;SPA,CF=21.4". 

It would probably be easier to run through an example than to explain: 

Command:= •gnl,AMP=-30 d,frq= 255.555M;spa,cf=21.4'; 
Substring:= Parse (Command); 

"Substring" would be "GNl,AMP=-30D", and "Command" would be 
"GN1,FRQ=255.555M;SPA,CF=21.4". Note how both strings were cleaned up and how the 
"header" was replaced for the "GNl" command stream. Now, if we were to call the function 
again: 

Substring:= Parse (Command); 

"Substring" would now be "GN1,FRQ=255.55M", and "Command" would now be 
"SPA,CF=21.4". Note that the header was not replaced because the semicolon indicated that 
the "GNl " command stream was finished. Now, if we called it again: 

Substring:= Parse (Command); 

"Substring" would now contain "SPA,CF=21.4", and "Command" would be an empty 
string, as the command stream is now finished. Now, if we called it with an illegal command 
stream: 

Command:= 'Gnl,amp=-65,,'; 
Substring:= Parse (Command); 

The first pass would return "GNl,AMP=-65", and leave "Command" as "GNl,, "; but the 
second pass would find the "GNl,," format illegal, and clear both the input string and the 
function return. 
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The "CONVERr module (continued) 
''Parse" (continued) 

Here are some examples of illegal formats: 

"GNl,,", "GNl;AMP=-30D", ",GNl,AMP=-30D", "GNl,AMP=-30D,;" 

Here are some examples of legal formats: 

"GNl,AMP=-30D", "gn 1, am p= -30 d", "GNl, AMP=-30 D; SPA, CF=21.4". 

"GN1,AMP=-30D,SPA,CF=21.4" would be interpreted by the "Parse" function as legal, 
but I suspect that you would not want "GNl,SPA" to be returned!. Be careful when you format 
input strings. 
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The "CONVERr module (continued) 
''Parse basic" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Parse_ basic (VAR Inl: BASICSTRING): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Parse_ basic (Basic string); 

This function is exactly the same as the "Parse" function, except that it deals with a 
BASIC format input string. The output is still a Pascal substring. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"Get char'' 

HEADER: FUNCTION Get_ char (VAR lnl: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (1 element Pascal string):= Get char ((Pascal string)); 

This function talces the first character in the input string out of the input string, and 
returns it as a 1-byte string. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Input string:= '01234'; 
Character:= Get_char (Input_string); 

"Character" would now contain "O", and "Input_string" would now contain "1234". 
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The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
''Bigtnmc" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Bigtrunc (Inl: REAL): REAL; 

SYNTAX: (Real number):= Bigtrunc ((Real number)); 

This function takes a REAL number input, and "chops off' the fractional part of that 
number. It then returns the result as a REAL number. This allows the full range of REAL 
numbers to be used, as opposed to the INTEGER range allowed by the TRUNC and 
ROUND functions. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Result:= Bigtrunc (12.5); 

"Result" would now contain 12. 

Result:= Bigtrunc (-12.99999); 

"Result" would now contain -12. 
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The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"Return bit" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Return_bit (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Integer):= Return_bit ((Integer), (Integer)); 

This function talces a number input ("Inl "), and a bit position ("ln2": 0 - 31), and returns 
the status of the indicated bit within the input number. If the bit is set, 1 is returned. If the bit 
is cleared, 0 is returned. 
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The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"Set bit" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Set_ bit (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Integer):= Set_ bit ((Integer), (Integer)); 

This function will take an integer "lnl", and will set a bit in it as indicated by "ln2". This 
can be bit #0 through bit # 31. It then returns the original number with the indicated bit set. 
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The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"Clear bit" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Clear_ bit (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Integer):= Clear_ bit ((Integer), (Integer)); 

This function will take an integer "Inl", and will clear a bit in it as indicated by "ln2". This 
can be bit #0 through bit # 31. It then returns the original number with the indicated bit 
cleared. 
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The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
''Binior" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Binior (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Integer):= Binior ((Integer), (Integer)); 

This function returns the result of a binary inclusive-OR between the two input numbers. 
Each number can be up to 32 bits long. 
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The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
''Binand" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Binand (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Integer):= Binand ((Integer), (Integer)); 

This function returns the result of a binary AND between the two input numbers. Each 
number can be up to 32 bits long. 
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The "CONVERT' module (continued) 
"Bineor" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Bineor (Inl, In2: INTEGER): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Integer):= Bineor ((Integer), (Integer)); 

This function returns the result of a binary exclusive-OR between the two input numbers. 
Each number can be up to 32 bits long. 
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The ''PROCESS" Module 
Introduction 

The "PROCESS" module was written to provide some higher-level string handling 
support to be used in conjunction with "CONVERT". It has been written in HP standard 
Pascal. 

This is what the text header looks like. Use this as a guide when writing code to call these 
functions. 

EXPORT 
FUNCTION Position (Inl, Subs: STRING255): INTEGER; 
FUNCTION Found (Inl, Subs: STRING255): BOOLEAN; 
FUNCTION Stint (Inl: STRING255): INTEGER; 
FUNCTION Append (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION App no (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Appint (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION String to sub (Inl, In2:STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION String-from sub (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Substring (Inl: STRING255; In2, In3: INTEGER):STRING255; 
FUNCTION Sublen (Inl: STRING255; In2, In3: INTEGER): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Stoccur (Inl, In2: STRING255; In3: INTEGER): INTEGER; 
FUNCTION String from not (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION String-to not (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Parse unit (Inl: STRING255): STRING255; 
FUNCTION Return text (Inl: STRING255): STRING255; 
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The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
''Position" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Position (Inl, In2: STRING255): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal Integer):= Position ((Pascal string), (Pascal string)); 

This function simply returns an integer result that specifies the starting location within 
the main string "Inl" of the substring "In2". If "ln2" does not exist within "Inl", then O is 
returned. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= 1 1234567890'; 
Where is it:= Position (Main_string, 1 34'); 

"Where is it" would now contain 3. 
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The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
''Found" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Found (Inl, In2: STRING255): BOOLEAN; 

SYNTAX: (Boolean variable):= Found ((Pascal string), (Pascal string)); 

This function just returns a true/false condition that indicates whether or not the 
substring "ln2" exists within the main string "Inl". 

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= '1234567890 1 ; 

IF Found (Main string, 1 34 1 ) THEN 
Main string:= String from (Main string, '34') 

ELSE - - -
Main_string:= Null_string; 
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The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
"Stint" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Stint (Inl: STRING255): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal integer):= Stint ((Pascal string)); 

This function takes a string input, and searches it for valid numeric content. If it finds it, it 
will translate the numeric contents of the string into a real number, then rounds it off to an 
integer. 0 is returned if there is an integer overflow (-2,147,483,648 < integer < 2,147,483,647). 
It ignores all characters leading up to the first valid numeric character, and returns a number 
based on all valid numeric characters from the first one to the first non-numeric character 
encountered after it. Valid numeric characters are: "0" through "9", "." (decimal point), if it is 
immediately followed by "0" through "9", or"-" if it is immediately followed by a valid numeric 
sequence as outlined before ("." followed immediately by a digit, or a digit). "E" is considered 
numeric if it is immediately followed by digits and separated by nothing more than a sign, and 
immediately preceded by valid numeric characters. This is deciphered as scientific 
( exponential) notation. A maximum of 15 significant places is allowed. If the string contains no 
numeric characters, the function returns 0. 

An example of it's use would be: 

String input:= 'garbagel234567890moregarbage'; 
Integer_result:= Stint (String_input); 

"Integer _result" would now contain 1,234,567,890 

String input:= 'l.5E+3'; 
Integer_result:= Stint (String_input); 

"Integer _result" would now contain 1500. 

String input:= '-1.5'; 
Integer_result:= Stint (String_input); 

"Integer _result" would now contain -2; 

string input:= 'allgarbage'; 
Integer_result:= Stint (String_input); 

"Integer _result" would now contain 0. 
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The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
''Append" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Append (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Append ((Pascal string), (Pascal string)); 

This function talces two input strings, and appends the second onto the end of the first. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Return:= Append {'1234', '5678'); 

"Return" would now contain "12345678". 
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The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
"App_no" 

HEADER: FUNCTION App_ no (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= App_no ((Pascal string), (Pascal string)); 

This function talces two string inputs, talces the numeric contents out of the second string, 
and puts it into a real number. It then reconverts that number back into a string, and appends 
that string onto the end of the first string. For more details on the real/string conversion, see 
"Val" and "Val_string" in the "CONVERT" module. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Command:= 'GN1,FRQ=255.555'; 
Appended_string:= App_no ('FRQ', Command); 

"Appended_string" would now contain "FRQ255.555". 
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The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
''Appint" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Appint (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Appint ((Pascal string), (Pascal string)); 

This function is essentially the same as "App no", except that the number returned is an 
integer between O and 255. Negative numbers are treated as positive numbers. Numbers over 
255 return 255. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Return:= Appint ('STRING', 'garbage25.5'); 

"Return" would now contain "STRING 26". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
''String_to _ sub" 

HEADER: FUNCTION String_to_sub (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= String_ to_ sub ( (Pascal string), (Pascal string)); 

This function will return a substring of string "Inl" up to, and including, the substring 
supplied in "ln2". If the substring does not exist in "Inl", a null string is returned . 

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= '1234567890 1 ; 

sub_string:= string_to_sub (Main_string, '78'); 

"Sub_ string" would now contain "12345678". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
"StringJrom _sub" 

HEADER: FUNCTION String_from_sub (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= String_from_sub ((Pascal string), (Pascal string)); 

This function returns a substring of "lnl" starting from the occurence of the substring 
"In2", to the end of "Inl". "In2" is included in the return. If "In2" does not occur in "lnl", a null 
string is returned. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= '1234567890'; 
Sub_string:= String_from_sub (Main string, 1 45 1 ); 

"Sub_ string" would now contain "4567890". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
"Substring" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Substring (Inl: STRING255; In2,ln3: INTEGER):STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Substring ( (Pascal string), (Integer), (Integer)); 

This function returns a substring of the input string "lnl", from, and including, the 
element indicated by the first integer "ln2", to, and including, the element indicated by the 
second integer "ln3". If the second integer is lower than the first, or is 0, a null string is 
returned. If the first integer is larger than the length of the input string, a null string is 
returned. If "In3" is larger than the length of the input string, the substring will only go as far as 
the end of the string. It may be smaller than the requested substring . Negative integers are 
treated as positive integers. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= '1234567890'; 
Sub_string:= Substring (Main_string, 3, 6); 

"Sub_ string" would now contain "3456". 

Main string:= '1234567890'; 
Sub_string:= Substring (Main_string, 4, 14); 

"Sub_string" would now contain "4567890". Note that the length of the retuned substring 
was limited by the length of the input string, and could not be 10 characters long. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''PROCESS" Module ( continued) 
''Sub/en" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Sublen (Inl: STRING255; In2,In3: INTEGER):STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Sublen ((Pascal string), (Integer), (Integer)); 

This function returns a substring of "Inl" from, and including, element "ln2", of length 
"In3". If "ln3" is 0, or "ln2" is larger than the length of the string, a null string is returned. If the 
requested substring would extend past the end of the input string, then the substring will be 
returned only until the end of the input string. This may be shorter than the string length 
requested by "ln3". Negative integers are treated as positive integers. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= '1234567890'; 
Sub_string:= Sublen (Main_string, 3, 2); 

"Sub_string" would now contain "34". 

Main string:= 1 1234567890 1 ; 

Sub_string:= Sublen (Main_string, 4, 10); 

"Sub string" would now contain "4567890". Note that the length of the retuned substring 
was limited by the length of the input string, and could not be 10 characters long. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
"Stoccur" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Stoccur (Inl, In2: STRING255; In3: INTEGER): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Integer):= Stoccur ((Pascal string), (Pascal string), (Integer)); 

This function will return the position within a string ("lnl ") of a multiple ("ln3") 
occurence of a substring ("In2"). If the substring does not exist within the main string, then a 0 
is returned. If there are not enough occurences of the substring to satisfy "ln3", then a O is 
returned. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Main string:= '123,123,123,123,123'; 
Third_pos:= Stoccur (Main_string, ',123', 3); 

"Third _pos" would now contain 12. Note that the first "123" was not counted because it 
did not have a preceeding comma. 
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The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
"StringJrom _ not" 

HEADER: FUNCTION String_from _ not (Inl, ln2: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= String_from _ not ( (Pascal string), (Pascal string)); 

This function will return a substring of the main string "lnl" from the first occurence of 
the substring "In2" to the end on "lnl". It will not, however include "In2" in the substring. If 
"ln2" is not a substring of "lnl", a null string is returned. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Substring:= String_from_not ('GNl,AMP=-60', '1,'); 

"Substring" would now contain "AMP=-60". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "PROCESS" Module (continued) 
"String_to _ not" 

HEADER: FUNCTION String_ to_ not (Inl, In2: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= String_to_not ((Pascal string), (Pascal string)); 

This function will return a substring of the main string "lnl" from the beginning of the 
string to the first occurence of the substring "In2". It will not, however include "In2" in the 
substring. If "ln2" is not a substring of "lnl", a null string is returned . 

An example of it's use would be: 

Substring:= String_to_not ('GNl,AMP=-60', ',A'); 

"Substring" would now contain "GNl". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''PROCESS" Module (continued) 
''Parse unit" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Parse_ unit (Inl: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Parse_ unit ((Pascal string)); 

This function will return a unit specifier in a command string. It will do this by returning 
any non-numeric characters that occur after the occurence of numeric characters up to, but 
not including, a second occurence of numeric characters. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Units:= Parse units ('IFM=lOOKHZ'); 

"Units" would now contain "KHZ". 

Units:= Parse_units ('1.55GHZ-80DBM'); 

"Units" would now contain "GHZ". When encountering a second set of numeric 
characters,"+","-" and"." are also considered numeric. 

Units:= Parse_units ('GEEK=90%NeRD + 10%JERK'); 

"Units" would now contain "%NeRD ". Note that no effort is made to "clean" the string 
or check it for asthetic value. 

The following inputs will generate a null string return: 

"one hundred MHz" ............... No previous numeric characters 
"198.76-23" ............................... No following non-numeric characters. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "PROCESS" Module (continued) 
''Return text" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Return _text (Inl: STRING255): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Return_text ((Pascal string)); 

This function will return all the contents of the input string bounded by quote marks. The 
quote marks themselves are not included in the return. If there is an odd number of quote 
marks in the string, the entire contents of the string from the last odd quote mark to the end of 
the string will be returned. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Text in:= Return text ('Won't be "included"'); 

"Text in" will now contain "included". 

Text_in:= Return_text ('no 11yes 11 maybe "terd" couldbe "ay'); 

''Text_ in" will now contain "yesterday". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''MA TH'' module 
Introduction 

This module has been written to provide some advanced and specialized math routines 
for use by the drivers. 

Here is an example of the text header. Use this when writing code to call these functions: 

EXPORT 
FUNCTION Biground (Inl: REAL): REAL; 
FUNCTION Fract (Inl: REAL): REAL; 
FUNCTION Pround (Inl: REAL; In2: INTEGER): REAL; 
FUNCTION Dround (Inl: REAL; In2: INTEGER): REAL; 
FUNCTION Ptrunc (Inl: REAL; In2: INTEGER): REAL; 
FUNCTION Dtrunc (Inl: REAL; In2: INTEGER): REAL; 
FUNCTION Power int (Inl: REAL; In2: INTEGER): REAL; 
FUNCTION Power-real (Inl, In2: REAL): REAL; 
FUNCTION Bit (Inl, In2: INTEGER): BOOLEAN; 
FUNCTION Compare reals (Inl, In2: REAL): COMPARATOR; 
FUNCTION Any log-(Inl, In2: REAL): REAL; 
FUNCTION Log-(Inl: REAL): REAL; 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''MATH'' module (continued) 
''Biground" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Biground (Inl: REAL): REAL; 

SYNTAX: (Real number):= Biground ((Real number)); 

This function will round a number to the nearest integer as referenced to 0. This means 
that signs are ignored during the round. ex: 7.5 is rouded to 8, and -7.5 is rounded to -8. The 
number returned is a REAL number, allowing a much greater range than that provided by the 
ROUND standard function. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "MATH" module (continued) 
''Fract" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Fract (Inl: REAL): REAL; 

SYNTAX: (Real number):= Fract ((Real number)); 

This function will take an input number and return only that part of it to the right of the 
decimal point. The sign of the result will be the same as the sign of the input. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''MATH'' module (continued) 
''Pround" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Pround (Inl: REAL; In2: INTEGER): REAL; 

SYNTAX: (Real number):= Pround ((Real number), (Integer)); 

This function will round the real number input to the number of places to the right of the 
decimal point indicated by the integr input. If the integer is negative, then the rounding will be 
to the left of the decimal point. The rounding follows the same convention as that outlined in 
the "Biground" function. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Result:= Pround (0.123456789, 4); 

"Result" would now contain 0.1235. 

Result:= Pround (4321.1234, -2); 

"Result" would now contain 4300. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "MATH'' module (continued) 
''Dround" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Dround (Inl: REAL; In2: INTEGER): REAL; 

SYNTAX: (Real number):= Dround ((Real number), (Integer)); 

This function will round the input real number to a certain ammount of significant 
decimal places, as specified by the integer. This is a precision round, as opposed to the place 
round, and will occur regardless of the actual magnitude of the number. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Result:= Dround (1.23456E+017, 4); 

"Result" would now contain 1.23500E+017. 

Result:= Dround (-0.00123456, 5); 

"Result" would now contain -1.23460E-003. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "MATH'' module (continued) 
"Ptrunc" and ''Dtrunc" 

These functions are just like "Pround" and "Dround", except that they truncate the results, 
as opposed to rounding them off. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''MATH" module (continued) 
''Power int" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Power_ int (Inl: REAL; In2: INTEGER): REAL; 

SYNTAX: (Real number):= Power_ int ((Real number), (Integer)); 

This function will take a number and raise it to the integer power supplied in the second 
number. If the second number is even, then the answer will always be positive. If the second 
number is odd, then the answer will be the same sign as the input. Negative powers are 
allowed. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "MATH'' module (continued) 
"Power real" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Power _real (Inl, In2: REAL): REAL; 

SYNTAX: (Real number):= Power_real ((Real number), (Real number)); 

This function takes any two REAL numbers, and raises the first to the power specified by 
the second. The sign of the first number is ignored; The result will always be positive. The 
result will be truncated to 14-digit precision in order to avoid slight discrepancies due to the 
inaccuracy of this function. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''MATH'' module (continued) 
''Bit" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Bit (Inl, In2: INTEGER): BOOLEAN; 

SYNTAX: (Boolean result):= Bit ((Integer), (Integer)); 

This function returns a boolean resu1t that reflects the status of a binary bit within the 
first integer passed in. The bit position is determined by the second integer passed (0 - 31). If 
the bit is set, the function is TRUE, otherwise it is FALSE. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''MATH" module (continued) 
"Compare_ reals" 

HEADER: FUNCTIONCompare_reals (Inl, In2: REAL): COMPARATOR; 

SYNTAX: (Structured data type):= Compare_reals ((Real number), (Real number)); 

This function compares two REAL numbers with 14-digit precision, and returns the 
result in a structured data type. If the first number is greater than the second, HIGHER is 
returned. If the two numbers are equal, EQUAL is returned . If the first number is less than 
the second number, LOWER is returned. 
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The ''MATH" module (continued) 
''Any_log" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Any_log (Inl, In2: REAL): REAL; 

This function will return the base-"In2" log of "Inl". All negative signs are ignored in the 
inputs. The result will be in 14-digit precision. 
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The ''MATH'' module (continued) 

HEADER: FUNCTION Log (Inl: REAL): REAL; 

SYNTAX: (Real number):= Log ((Real number)); 

This function will return the base-10 log of "Inl". The result is in 14-digit precision. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVER VERSION 1.0 

The "CALL 1" Module 
Introduction 

This module is a little "switchboard" module written in "generic" MC680X0 assembly 
code. It is used by the "CALLER" module to call the various instrument drivers. 

The reason that it was written was because of the unidirectional nature of the Pascal 
module system. It will allow long dependency strings of modules, but in only one direction. 
Procedures and functions in an IMPORTed module cannot access those in the IMPORTing 
module. This eliminates recursion between modules. For most applications, that's O.K.; but we 
need to be able to have drivers calling other drivers without forming massive text files. This 
program talces an INTEGER number at the tail end of it's pass parameters, and uses it to 
determine which driver should be called. It then calls that driver, minus the driver indicator . 

The assembler does not care about interface text. The only reason for the SRC 
declarations at the beginning of the program is to provide interface text for other modules that 
do care. The REFR tables at the beginning of the module list the driver calls. The driver 
modules do not have to be present at assemble time. They do have to be present at LINK 
time. This completely eliminates the need for the mile-long IMPORT declarations that would 
otherwise be present in any module that called all of the drivers. Since it wouldn't do us any 
good anyway, we might as well not compare apples to oranges. 

Here is an example of the text header: 

EXPORT 
PROCEDURE Call D (VAR Comm: STRING255; 

VAR Streply: STRING255; 
VAR Mult: MULT ARRAY; 
VAR Waveform: WAV ARRAY; 
VAR Option: OP ARRAY; 
VAR Paths: PATH ARRAY; 
VAR Addrs: INTEGER; 
Dr: DRIVER_TYPE); 

END; 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVER VERSION 1.0 

The "CALLER" Module 
Introduction 

This module contains the procedure that calls all of the drivers. 

The drivers are accessed using the structured data type "DRIVER TYPE", declared in 
the "DECLARE" module. This module contains the procedure "Call" that acts as a 
"switchboard", taking the command string, parsing the driver headers and commands out of it, 
and assigning the driver identification to it. It then calls the driver procedure for the requested 
driver. If the driver was in error, or a bad format was sent, the "Error call" procedure is 
initiated. -

Here is an example of the text header . Use this as a guide when writing code to call this 
procedure: 

EXPORT 
PROCEDURE Call (VAR Command: STRING255; 

VAR Streply: STRING255; 
VAR Realreply: REAL; 
VAR Mult: MULT ARRAY; 
VAR Waveform: WAV ARRAY; 
VAR Option: OP_ARRAY; 
VAR Paths: PATH ARRAY; 
VAR Addrs: INTEGER); 

Here is an example call: 

Comm:= 'UTI,ANTl=GNl'; 
Call(Comm, Streply, Realreply, 

Mult, Waveform, Option, Paths, Addrs); 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''ADDRESS" Module 
Introduction 

This module was written to provide a central address assignment area for the driver 
system. It contains a routine that assigns all of the addresses to the instruments. It also 
provides three functions that will return records containing the assignments for a particular 
driver depending upon various input parameters, or the total interfaces used by the system. 

Here is an example of the text header. Use this when writing code to call these functions: 

EXPORT 
FUNCTION Ifc_return (VAR Option: OP_ARRAY): IFC_ARRAY; 

FUNCTION Return from instr (Inl: DRIVER TYPE 
VAR Option:-OP_ARRAY): DRIVER_TYPE; 

FUNCTION Record return (Inl: DRIVER TYPE; 
VAR Option:-OP_ARRAY): D_RECORD; 

FUNCTION Return from addr (Inl: INTEGER; 
- - VAR Option: OP_ARRAY): INTEGER; 

FUNCTION Describe (Inl: INTEGER; 
VAR Option: OP_ARRAY): STRING255; 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "ADDRESS" Module (continued) 
''/Jc _!etum" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Ifc_return (VAR Option: OP_ ARRAY): IFC _ARRAY; 

SYNTAX: (Integer array):= Ifc_return ((BASIC Integer array)); 

This function goes through all off the addresses at run time with the current option 
configuration, and returns the total number of interfaces being used by the system in the [O] 
location of the returned array. It then lists the select codes of those interfaces in the following 
elements of the array (maximum of 10). The numbers are sorted from lowest to highest. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "ADDRESS" Module (continued) 
''Return Jrom _instr" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Return_ from_ instr (Inl:DRIVER _ TYPE; 
VAR Option: OP_ ARRAY): INTEGER; 

SYNTAX: (Integer):= Return _from_ instr ((SOT), (BASIC integer array)); 

This function returns the address for the specific driver passed to it. 
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The ''ADDRESS" Module (continued) 
"Record retum" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Record _return (Inl:DRIVER _ TYPE; 
VAR Option: OP_ ARRAY): D _ RECORD; 

SYNTAX: (SOT record):= Record_return ((SOT), (BASIC integer array)); 

This function returns a record containing both the address and the specific instrummt 
driver for an input sub-generic driver name. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''ADDRESS" Module (continued) 
''Return Jrom _ addr" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Return from addr (Inl:INTEGER; 
VAR Option: OP ARRAY): DRIVER TYPE; - -
SYNTAX: (SOT):= Return_from_addr ((Integer), (BASIC integer array)); 

This function returns the identifier for the specific instrument driver at the address input 
in "lnl", and, if applicable, according to the option configuration at the time of the call. 
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The ''ADDRESS" Module (continued) 
''Describe" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Describe (Inl: INTEGER; VAR Option: OP ARRAY): STRING255; 

SYNTAX: (Pascal string):= Describe ((Pascal integer), (BASIC integer array)); 

This function returns a line of text that describes the instrument at the address passed 
into it in "Inl". If the address does not match any of the assigned addresses, the message 
"Unknown address for "Describe" function:" followed by the input address is returned. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Text line:= Describe (1006, Option); 

If Option(21) is equal to O (WJ-861XB), the return will be "WJ 861XB receiver". 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "ADDRESS" Module (continued) 
Address Assignments 

Following is a table indicating address assignments and "Option(*)" assignments. The way 
that the "Option(*)" assignment works is that each instrument has a row. If different options 
are availiable for the instrument, the row stays the same, but the contents of the row are set to 
indicate which option is being used. 

Driver Option Row Address Description 

UT4 ............. 0 ............ 1.. ........ 802 TF-30194 Microwave A TE Interface 

UTl.. ........... O ..••.•••••.• 2 .......... 804 HP 3488 #1 VHF Switching 

UT2 ............. o ............ 3 .......... 805 HP 3488 #2 VHF Switching 

UT3 ............. 0 ........... .4 .......... 806 HP 3488 #3 Matrix switching 

VFl ............. 0 ............ 5 .......... 801 HP 8642B VHF Generator {VFl) 

VF2 ............. 0 ............ 6 .......... 800 HP 8662A VHF Generator (VF2 Option 0) 

VF2 ............. 1 ............ 6 .......... 800 RD 9087 VHF Generator {VF2 Option 1) 

EFl .............. O •••••••••••• 7 .......... 807 HP 8673B Microwave Generator (EFl) 

EF2 .............. 0 ............ 8 .......... 808 HP 8673C Microwave Generator (EF2) 

LFl .............. 0 ............ 9 .......... 809 HP 3336 LF Generator (LFl Option 0) 

LFl .............. 1 ............ 9 .......... 809 HP 3325 LF Generator (LFl Option 1) 

LF2 .............. 0 ........... 10 ......... 803 HP 8116 Pulse/Function Generator {LF2) 

PDC ............ 0 ........... 11 ........ 1001 HP 6038A DC Power supply (PDC) 

ACS ............. 0 ........... 12 ........ 1011 ELGAR 501 AC Power Source (ACS) 

SPl .............. 0 ........... 13 ......... 810 HP 8568B VHF Spectrum Analyzer (SPl option 0) 

SPl .............. 1 ........... 13 ......... 810 HP 8568A VHF Spectrum Analyzer (SPl option 1) 

SP2 .............. 0 ........... 14 ......... 811 HP 8566B Microwave Spectrum Analyzer (SP2 
option 0) 

SP2 .............. 1 ........... 14 ......... 811 HP 8566A Microwave Spectrum Analyzer (SP2 
option 1) 

ADA. ........... 0 ............ 15 .......... 812 HP 8903 Audio Analyzer (ADA) 

SCP ............. 0 ........... 16 ......... 813 HP 54200A Digitizing Oscilloscope {SCP) 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''ADDRESS" Module (continued) 
Address Assignments ( continued) 

Option Row Address Description 

ACV ............ 0 ........... 17 ........ 1008 RD 5002AC/DC Voltmeter (ACV) 

DVM ........... O ••••••••••• 18 ........ 1008 RD 5002 AC/DC Voltmeter (DVM) 

CTR ............ 0 ........... 19 ........ 1000 RD 1995 Frequency Counter (CTR). 

VAW ........... 0 ........... 20 ........ 1017 CH 255 AC Volt/Watt/Amp Meter (VAW) 

UUT ............ 0 ............ 21 ......... 1006 WJ 8617B/8618B Receiver (UUT Option 0) 

UUT ............ 1.. .......... 21.. ........ 802 WJ 8617B/8618B Serial Receiver (UUT Option 1) 

UUT ............ 2 ............ 21.. ....... 1006 WJ 8615/86150 Receiver (UUT Option 2) 

UUT ............ 3 ............ 21.. ........ 802 WJ 8615TC Receiver (UUT Option 3) 

UUT ........... .4 ............ 21.. ....... 1006 WJ 8999 Receiver (UUT Option 4) 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The ''PARSER" Module 
Introduction 

This module contains a function that takes the command string and returns a record 
containing a structured data type that will stand for a specific driver, and a Pascal string 
containing the command string to that driver. If an error occurs, it is indicated, along with the 
substring that caused the error. The input command string is parsed according to the function 
"Parse" as outlined in the "CONVERT" module description. If an error occurs, however, the 
input string is not affected. 

The drivers are deciphered in three levels: "Generic", "Sub-generic", and "Specific". 
"Generic" drivers are drivers that are accessed by a name that is not instrument-specific. They 
may translate directly to instruments in their respective drivers, or they may access several 
instruments, depending upon the command. "Specific" drivers are the low-level individual 
instrument drivers. They are accessed by naming the instrument itself. 

Here is an example of the text header, use this for writing code to call this function: 

EXPORT 
FUNCTION Parse command (VAR Inl: STRING255): REPL; 
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The "PARSER" Module (continued) 
Driver Names 

The following is a table of the "Generic" and "Sub-generic" driver names. 

Driver Name(§) Description 

"UTI", "INT" ........................................... This is the switching/translation interface driver. It 
will control all three of the HP 3488 switching 
interfaces and the TF-30194 RF /Communication 
interface. 

"GNl", "GNA" ........................................ This is the primary RF generator. It may be any 
one of the three generators designated as primary 
generators. 

"GN2", "GNB" ........................................ This is the secondary RF generator. It may be any 
one of the three generators designated as 
secondary generators. 

"UUT", "RCR" ....................................... Generic Unit Under Test driver. It will call 
whichever driver is applicable for the UUT. 

"LFl", "GN3" .......................................... Primary Low Frequency generator. It will call 
whichever specific driver is applicable. 

"VFl" ....................................................... Primary VHF generator. 

"EFl" ....................................................... Primary microwave generator. 

"LF2" ....................................................... Secondary LF generator. 

"VF2" ...................................... : ................ Secondary VHF generator. 

"EF2" ....................................................... Secondary microwave generator. 

"SPl", "SPA", "SAN" .............................. VHF spectrum analyzer. 

"SP2" ........................................................ Microwave spectrum analyzer. 

"ADA", "ANL" ....................................... Audio analyzer. 

"ACY" ..................................................... AC Voltmeter. 

"DVM" .................................................... DC Voltmeter 

"CTR" ...................................................... Frequency counter. 
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The "PARSER" Module (continued) 
Driver Names (continued) 

"Generic" drivers ( continued): 

Driver Name(s) Description 

"PDC" ...................................................... DC power supply. 

"ACS" ...................................................... AC power supply. 

"VAW" .................................................... AC Volt/Amp/Watt meter. 

"XMOD" ................................................. This is a special driver for "genericising" the 
external modulation source(s). 

"HP3488#1", "UTl" ............................... This is the first IF/ Audio/Video switching unit. 

"HP3488#2", "UT2" ............................... This is the second IF/ Audio/Video switching unit. 

"HP3488#3", "UT3" ............................... This is the third IF/ Audio/Video switching unit. 

"INCOMP" ............................................. This is a special safety driver called by the matrix 
controllers. 

The following is a table of the "Specific" drivers: 

Driver Name(s) Description 

"TF30194", "UT4", "RFI" ....................... This is the TF30194 RF interface driver. 

"HP3488" ................................................. This is the instrument driver for the HP3488. 

"HP8642B" .............................................. This is the HP 8642B VHF signal generator. 

"HP8662A" ............ , ................................ This is the HP 8662A VHF signal generator. 

"RD9087" ................................................ This is the Racal/Dana 9087 VHF signal generator. 

"HP8673B" .............................................. This is the HP 8673B microwave generator. 

"HP8673C" .............................................. This is the HP 8673C VHF /microwave generator. 

"HP3336" ................................................. This is the HP 3336 LF signal generator. 

"HP3325" ................................................. This is the HP 3325 LF signal generator. 

"HP8116" ................................................. This is the HP 8116 pulse/function generator. 

"HP6038A" ............................................. This is the hp 6038 DC power supply. 

"EL501" ................................................... This is the ELGAR 501 AC power source. 
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The ''PARSER" Module (continued) 
Driver Names (continued) 

"Specific" drivers ( continued): 

Driver Name(§) Description 

"HP8568B" .............................................. This is the HP 8568B VHF spectrum analyzer. 

"HP8568A" ............................................. This is the HP 8568A VHF spectrum analyzer. 

"HP8566B" .............................................. This is the HP 8566B VHF /microwave spectrum 
analyzer. 

"HP8566A" ............................................. This is the HP 8566A VHF /microwave spectrum 
analyzer. 

"HP8903" ................................................. This is the HP 8903 Audio analyzer. 

"HP54200A" ........................................... This is the HP 54200A digitizing oscilloscope. 

"RD5002" ................................................ This is the RD 5002 AC/DC Voltmeter. 

"RD1995" ................................................ This is the RD 1995 Frequency counter. 

"CH255" .................................................. This is the Clarke/Hess 255 AC Volt/ Amp/Watt 
meter. 

"WJ861XB" ............................................. This is the driver for 8617 /8 B receivers. 

"WJ861XBSERIAL" ............................. This is the driver for serial communications to 
WJ8617 /8 B receivers. 

"WJ8615" ................................................. This is the driver for 8615/D receivers. 

"WJ8615TC" ........................................... This is the driver for 8615TC receivers. 

"WJ8999" ................................................. This is the driver for 8999 receivers. 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The 'PARSER" Module (continued) 
Driver Names (continued) 

These are special "system" drivers: 

Driver Name(s) Description 

"QPR" ...................................................... Operator interface (Display /keyboard); 

"WAIT" ................................................... Time delay. 

"SPL" ....................................................... Serial poll an instrument. 

"CLR" ...................................................... Send a buss clear to an instrument. 

"INR" ....................................................... This is the handler for interrupt translation calls. 

These are the legal "header" names that can be sent to the "Parse command" function. 
Any other header name will cause the function to return "ILLEGAL" lllld the illegal header 
name. If proper format, as outlined in the description of the "Parse" function in the 
"CONVERT" module, is not followed, the function will return "ERROR", and the entire input 
string in error. 
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The 'PARSER" Module (continued) 
'Parse command" 

HEADER: FUNCTION Parse_ command (VAR Inl: STRING255): REPL; 

SYNTAX: (Structured data type):= Parse_command ((Pascal string)); 

This function takes an input command stream, and performs a "Parse" on it (See 
"CONVERT"). It then decodes the result for a header and a command. The header is 
translated into a driver as per the tables above. The command is returned as a Pascal string. If 
an illegal header name is sent, the function returns "ILLEGAL", and the string will contain the 
illegal header name. If the proper formatting, as per the format described in the "Parse" 
section of the "CONVERT" module, is not followed, the function returns "ERROR", and the 
string will contain the entire input. 

An example of it's use would be: 

Instring:= 'GN1,FRQ=255.555M 1 ; 

Result:= Parse_command (Instring); 

"Result" will now contain two variables: "Result.Drvr" will contain "GNl", and 
"Result.Comm" will contain "FRQ=255.555M". 
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The ''IO CALL" Module 
Introduction 

This module is really just an assembly language jump table. It was written to eliminate 
the 20-minute compilation times of programs that import the "IO" module. This occurs 
because the "IO" module is dependent on many modules in the system IO library, which are 
dependent on many modules, which are dependent. .. etc ... and so on. The text searches are 
really, really long. 

This results in programmers falling asleep watching little dots crawl across the screen, 
and being rudely awakened by a beep and a nasty message saying that they forgot to dot their 
END statement. After this has happened a few times, the programmer becomes very tempted 
to introduce the shotgun method of modem troubleshooting to the computer. 

But, thanks to the sheer creative genius of one who will remain humbly anonymous, this 
little problem has been bypassed as if it had never existed! 

Here is an example of the text header. Use this when writing code to call these functions: 

EXPORT 
PROCEDURE Hpib_output (Addr: INTEGER; 

Outs: STRING255; 
Format: IO_TYPE); 

FUNCTION Hpib_input (Addr: INTEGER; 
Format: IO_TYPE): STRING255; 

FUNCTION Binary_input (Addr: INTEGER; 
VAR Amount: INTEGER): INT_ARRAY; 

FUNCTION Hpib_number (Addr: INTEGER): REAL; 

FUNCTION Multiple_numbers (Addr: INTEGER; 
Ammount: INTEGER): MULT_ARRAY; 

FUNCTION Timeout_trap (Addr: INTEGER; 
Format: IO_TYPE): STRING255; 

FUNCTION Serial_poll (Addr: INTEGER): INTEGER; 

PROCEDURE Device clear (Addr: INTEGER); 
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ATE SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVERS VERSION 1.0 

The "IO" Module 
Introduction 

This module contains functions and procedures that encompass all of the IEEE-488 buss 
1/0 performed by the drivers. These functions are called by the specific drivers only. 

Here is an example of the text header. 

EXPORT 
PROCEDURE Hpib_output (Addr: INTEGER; 

outs: STRING255; 
Format: IO_TYPE); 

FUNCTION Hpib_input (Addr: INTEGER; 
Format: IO_TYPE): STRING255; 

FUNCTION Binary input (Addr: INTEGER; 
- VAR Amount: INTEGER): INT_ARRAY; 

FUNCTION Hpib_number (Addr: INTEGER): REAL; 

FUNCTION Multiple numbers (Addr: INTEGER; 
- Amount: INTEGER): MULT_ARRAY; 

FUNCTION Timeout trap (Addr: INTEGER; 
- Format: IO_TYPE): STRING255; 

FUNCTION Serial_poll (Addr: INTEGER): INTEGER; 

PROCEDURE Device clear (Addr: INTEGER); 
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The "IO" Module (continued) 
''Hpib _ output" 

This procedure outputs the given string on the HPIB buss to the instrument at the 
address and interface given by the input address. "Format" determines whether the output will 
be terminated by a standard carriage return/line feed, or by EOI set with the last byte only. 
(EOI is set with the line feed in NORMAL mode). 
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The ''IO" Module (continued) 
"Hpib _input" 

This function inputs a string up to 255 characters in length from the HPIB buss address 
given by the input address. "Format" determines whether to terminate upon receipt of a line 
feed (NORMAL), or by receipt of EOI only. If the maximum count is reached, and there has 
been no terminating character /EOI, the input is terminated, and the string is returned . 
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The "IO" Module (continued) 
''Binary _input" 

This function enters up to "Maxintr" characters from the HPIB buss in a binary byte 
format. The ordinal value of each byte is returned in an INTEGER array. The [O] element of 
the array will contain the amount of bytes actually gathered, as will the "Amount" parameter. 
"Amount" is passed in with the amount of data that is desired. EOI is considered a terminator, 
as is entering the requested ammount of data. If the input is terminated early, "Amount" will 
be replaced with the amount of data actually gathered. 
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The "IO" Module (continued) 
''Hpib _ number" 

This function enters a string from the HPIB buss at the given address, and returns the 
result of a "Val" function on that string. (See: "CONVERT") 
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The ''IO" Module (continued) 
"Multiple_ numbers" 

This function takes an input amount, and fills a REAL array up to "Maxm.ult" elements 
long, with numbers obtained by the "Hpib _ number" function. The (O] element contains the 
actual number of elements filled. 
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The ''IO" Module (continued) 
"Timeout _trap" 

This function is almost exactly the same as the "Hpib _ input" function, except that, if the 
input should time out, the string returned will be "TIMEOUT", and the regular timeout error 
trap will not occur. 
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The ''IO" Module (continued) 
"Serial _yo/I" 

This function will attempt to serial poll the instrument at the given address. ff the serial 
poll cannot be completed or times out after 50 ms, the number -32767 is returned. Otherwise 
the instrument stauts byte is returned. 
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The ''IO" Module (continued) 
''Device clear" 

This procedure sends a Device Clear to the specified instrument. 
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